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1. What is the reason for instrument pilots to develop the skill to fly straight-and-level?

a) This allows time for your CFI to catch up on emails during training flights.

b) Most flights have a cruise segment that may be quite long.

c) All airplanes under IFR must only fly straight-and-level.

2. Level flight means a constant

a) radio volume.

b) fuel flow.

c) altitude.

3. Level flight is achieved by holding the correct _____ for the power set.

a) mojo

b) pitch

c) secret key

4. Straight flight means a constant

a) heading.

b) power.

c) GPS source.

5. Straight flight is achieved with the wings _______ and the ball ________.

a) attached ; in the net.

b) level ; centered.

c) up ; deflated.

6. As in all phases of instrument flight, which of the following are the control instruments for

straight-and-level flight?  (Check all that apply.)
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□ Altimeter

□ Attitude Indicator

□ Tachometer or Manifold Pressure

□ VSI

□ Dilithium crystals

□ Airspeed indicator

7. Performance instruments are used to verify level flight.

a) True

b) False

8. Which of the following are the performance instruments for level flight?  (Check all that apply.)

□ Altimeter

□ Attitude Indicator

□ Tach or Manifold Pressure

□ VSI

□ Dilithium crystals

□ Airspeed indicator

9. How can the airspeed indicator be used during level flight?

a) An increasing airspeed with constant power may indicate a pitch too low to maintain altitude.

b) If the altimeter fails, the airspeed indicator is used as a backup instrument.

c) By monitoring the airspeed indicator the pilot can predict when ATC will issue a clearance.

10. For operations below 18,000 feet the altimeter should be set to the current local _________. For

operations at or above that, the altimeter pressure setting should be set to ________.

a) altimeter setting ; 29.92

b) wind speed ; 00.00

c) ATC frequency ; 121.5.

11. ❔ Why do you think above 18,000 feet airplanes set their altimeter to 29.92?

12. Which of the following are the performance instruments for straight flight?  (Check all that apply.)

□ Altimeter

□ Heading indicator

□ Airspeed indicator

□ Turn coordinator

□ Dilithium crystals

□ Inclinometer

13. What could cause a change of heading when the wings are level?

a) A strong crosswind of more than 25 KTS.

b) Excessive rudder pressure (not coordinated)

c) An over inflated tire

14. What could cause a change of heading in coordinated flight?

a) A strong crosswind of more than 25 KTS

b) The wings are banked

c) An under inflated tire
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15. The altimeter gives a direct reading of the altitude whereas the heading indicator gives a direct

reading of the magnetic heading and so these instruments are called “primary”.

a) True

b) False

16. Straight and level flight can be maintained with little effort if the airplane is ________

a) A strong crosswind of more than 25 KTS

b) trimed.

c) An under inflated tire

17. Trim is only used to __________________________ exerted by the pilot.

a) measure the work

b) relieve steady control pressures

c) record the work

18. Trim ________ used to change the airplane attitude. Avoid constant ___________.

a) is randomly ; airspeed

b) is always ; singing

c) is not; retrimming

19. In level flight, pitch attitude is established using the

a) pilot’s sense of balance.

b) carpenter level.

c) attitude indicator.

20. When establishing level flight, the pilot uses the control instruments namely the ________ and the

_____________ to set the power and ____________ pitch.

a) power indicator (RPM) ; attitude indicator ; expected

b) fuel selector ; OBS ; zero

c) flaps ; fuel booster ; extreme

21. Pitch attitude as established on the attitude indicator will _____ based on different cruise

_________.

a) not vary ; airspeeds

b) vary ; airspeeds

c) not matter; courses

22. Which of the following instruments are used to confirm if the pitch attitude is correct to maintain

altitude?  (Check all that apply.)

□ Altimeter

□ Heading indicator

□ Vertical speed indicator

□ Turn coordinator

□ Dilithium crystals

□ Inclinometer
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23. If altitude is not being maintained when confirmed by the altimeter and VSI, then ______

corrections are made to the pitch attitude.

a) no

b) major

c) minor

24. The heading indicator is the ______ instrument for straight flight (constant heading).

a) primary performance

b) quaternary backup

c) tertiary control

25. What must be done with the heading indicator on a periodic basis?

a) manually wound to keep the gyroscope spinning

b) rotated to prevent wear and tear on the gimbals

c) realigned with the magnetic compass

26. To correct for small heading errors, limit the bank angle to the number of degrees to be turned - 5°

correction would be made with a bank angle of _____ or less.

a) 5°

b) 10°

c) 25°

27. To correct for a large heading error, use a bank angle of

a) 1° to 2°.

b) 45° to 50°

c) 15° to 20°.

28. _________ the desired heading, level the wings with _________ and center the ________.

a) After passing ; lasers ; eyes

b) Approaching; aileron ; ball

c) At ; force ; visor

29. Do not allow the plane to deviate from the desired altitude by more than _____ feet.

a) 100

b) 1000

c) 1

30. In smooth air, what instrument will give the earliest tendency of an altitude deviation?

a) VSI

b) heading indicator

c) power indicator (RPM)
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31. When correcting for altitude deviations, a one-half bar width adjustment in pitch on the attitude

indicator is appropriate for a VSI indication of

a) 150 FPM.

b) 600 FPM.

c) zombie attack.

32. When correcting for altitude deviations, a one bar width adjustment in pitch on the attitude

indicator is appropriate for a VSI indication of

a) 150 FPM.

b) 600 FPM.

c) incoming asteroid.

33. The VSI is less of a value in rough air as the reading fluctuates considerably.

a) True

b) False

34. The ASI can provide information about level flight with cruise power set. If the airspeed is

increasing, the pitch attitude is likely __________ and the pilot should ______ the pitch.

a) too low ; raise

b) perfect ; memorize

c) super high ; squawk

35. For each of the following, identify the recommended action to correct for the altitude deviation.

Situation ½ bar width 1-2 bar width No power Power

pitch change pitch change change change

Altitude deviation of 100 feet or less □ □ □ □

Altitude deviation of more than 100 feet □ □ □ □

36. A rule of thumb to follow in instrument flight is that the rate of climb or descent (fpm) to return to

the target altitude should not exceed the number of feet off of the target altitude. Which of the

following situations adhere to that rule of thumb?

a) Altitude is off by 500 feet and rate of climb or descent is 300 FPM

b) Altitude is off by 300 feet and rate of climb or descent is 300 FPM

c) Altitude is off by 100 feet and rate of climb or descent is 300 FPM

d) Altitude is off by 500 feet and rate of climb or descent is 500 FPM

e) Altitude is off by 300 feet and rate of climb or descent is 500 FPM

f) Altitude is off by 100 feet and rate of climb or descent is 500 FPM

g) Altitude is off by 50 feet and rate of climb or descent is 100 FPM

h) Altitude is off by 100 feet and rate of climb or descent is 100 FPM

i) Altitude is off by 200 feet and rate of climb or descent is 100 FPM

37. Early in training it is impossible /possible to find the airplane in a slightly unusual attitude (bank

angle or pitch greater than normal, VSI or ASI showing large changes). In a slightly unusual bank,

level the wings on the AI / VSI with the ailerons and use rudder to maintain uncoordinated /
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coordinated flight. In a slightly unusual nose high or nose low, correct the pitch on the HI / AI using

the elevator / ailerons. In a slightly unusual airspeed, excessively high or low, adjust the power /

ailerons.

38. A faulty AI will make the pilot’s task more difficult.

a) True

b) False

39. In some attitude indicators, the position of the miniature airplane can be adjusted up or down and

in cruise flight it should be adjusted so that the miniature airplane is superimposed on the

a) horizon bar.

b) windscreen.

c) kneeboard.

40. The AI may show a temporary, false wings-level indication as a result of ______________________

due to sustained turns or strenuous maneuvers. These errors ______________ fairly quickly.

a) gyroscopic precession ; correct themselves

b) static build up ; deteriorate

c) changes in air pressure ; alert NORAD

41. A false indication on the AI can be detected if the ball is centered and the AI shows wings level but

the HI shows a gradual change / rapid spin and the TC shows a climb / turn.

42. To cope with a faulty wings level AI, keep the ball in your hand / centered, hold the desired

heading /altitude using the HI with appropriate aileron input, then note the slightly erroneous bank

indication.

43. A little, e.g. 5 kts, increase in airspeed in straight-and-level flight may be achieved by _________

power change.

a) no

b) a small

c) a large

44. To increase airspeed in straight-and-level flight by a large amount, ________ power should be

applied, a typical amount is _________.

a) excess ; 200 - 300 RPM

b) minimal ; 2-3 RPM

c) warp ; warp 5.

45. Read the following actions items and put them in the correct order to use when increasing

airspeed while in straight-and-level flight. Put 1 next to the item which is to be done first, 2 next

to the second item, etc.

________   hold pitch attitude using elevator and trim off elevator pressure

________   while watching AI, maintain pitch while adding power

________   at or approaching desired airspeed, adjust power to maintain it

________   lower the pitch to slightly to maintain altitude checking VSI and Altimeter

46. Read the following actions items and put them in the correct order to use when decreasing

airspeed while in straight-and-level flight. Put 1 next to the item which is to be done first, 2 next

to the second item, etc.
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________   raise the pitch attitude to maintain altitude checking VSI and Altimeter

________   at or approaching desired airspeed, adjust power to maintain it

________   hold pitch attitude using elevator and trim off elevator pressure

________   while watching AI, maintain pitch with back pressure while decreasing power

47. The ACS standard is to hold heading within ±10°/ ±3°, altitude within ±333 / ±100 feet and any

chosen airspeed within ±10 / ±1 knots.

48. There is never a situation while in straight-and-level flight that a change in airplane configuration

(lowering flaps, extending landing gear) is needed.

a) True

b) False

49. Extending flaps or lowering landing gear will cause an increase in

a) airplane weight.

b) the Hobbs meter.

c) drag.

50. To maintain altitude and airspeed while lowering the flaps, a _______ pitch attitude and ______

power is needed

a) maximum ; idle

b) lower ; higher

c) off ; reverse
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Assignment Answers

Answers

1. b

2. c

3. a

4. a

5. b

6.

□ Altimeter

⌧ Attitude Indicator

⌧ Tachometer or Manifold Pressure

□ VSI

□ Dilithium crystals

□ Airspeed indicator

7. a (true)

8.

⌧ Altimeter

□ Attitude Indicator

□ Tachometer or Manifold Pressure

⌧ VSI

□ Dilithium crystals

⌧ Airspeed indicator

9. a

10. a

11. Only IFR flights are allowed above 18,000 feet. Altitudes assigned to aircraft are based on flight

levels which are based on the standard pressure of 29.92. Using 29.92 as the barometric pressure

eliminates the need to frequently update the altimeter setting on long flights.

12.

□ Altimeter

⌧ Heading indicator

□ Airspeed indicator

⌧ Turn coordinator

□ Dilithium crystals

⌧ Inclinometer

13. b

14. b

15. a (true)

16. b

17. b

18. c

19. c

20. a

21. b
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22.

⌧ Altimeter

□ Heading indicator

⌧ Vertical speed indicator

□ Turn coordinator

□ Dilithium crystals

□ Inclinometer

23. c

24. a

25. c

26. a

27. c

28. b

29. a

30. a

31. a

32. b

33. a (true)

34. a

35.

Situation ½ bar width 1-2 bar width No power Power

pitch change pitch change change change

Altitude deviation of 100 feet or less ⌧ □ ⌧ □

Altitude deviation of more than 100 feet □ ⌧ □ ⌧

36. a, b, d, h, i

37. possible

AI

coordinated

AI

elevator

power

38. a (true)

39. a

40. a

41. gradual change

turn

42. centered

heading

43. b

44. a

45.
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____4___   hold pitch attitude using elevator and trim off elevator pressure

____1___   while watching AI, maintain pitch while adding power

____3___   at or approaching desired airspeed, adjust power to maintain it

____2___   lower the pitch to slightly to maintain altitude checking VSI and Altimeter

46.

____2___   raise the pitch attitude to maintain altitude checking VSI and Altimeter

____3___   at or approaching desired airspeed, adjust power to maintain it

____4___   hold pitch attitude using elevator and trim off elevator pressure

____1___   while watching AI, maintain pitch with back pressure while decreasing power

47. ±10°

±100

±10

48. b (false)

49. c

50. b
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